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MORE
GREAT
SCOTTISH
MAGIC!

“DIVERTING COIN MAGIC”
by Andrew Galloway

A beautifully produced, perfectly
illustrated and well explained
hardbacked book dedicated to coin
magic. Containing sleights & routines
plus in
in-depth detail on misdirection.

Some 2013 dates for your shiny new diaries!
11-15 Nov - The London Festival of Magic
15-17 Nov - The International Magic Convention

www.INTERNATIONALMAGIC.com

89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX

Tel: +44(0) 20 7405 7324

Established by Ron MacMillan over 50 years ago and still a family business !
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It’s often difficult to choose the best
convention or the one that will be right
for you. After all, you don’t have to
travel overseas if you want to see some
top International stars. Blackpool will
have an over-abundance of names this
month and South Tyneside, in March,
has a week long Festival of Magic which
ends with a three day convention for
magicians only. The Bristol Society of
Magic has a great one-day convention
in Weston Super Mare in May. This is an excellent way to start your
convention visiting if a weekend is too much - it has an amazing lineup of must-see stars! The IBM, in September, will be in Buxton and for
those who want a weekend in London there is always the incredible
International Magic Convention with a London Festival of Magic too!
Details for some of these can be found in our news section on pages
four and five.

Photo by Mark Hesketh-Jennings

Centre for the Magical Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
England.
Tel: 020 7387 2222

I know you love to learn tricks, tricks and more tricks. You must, however,
start to think more about your performance skills. Being able to handle a
great effect, with amazing moves, is only the start. Equally important is
how you behave on stage, your eye contact and knowing exactly, to the
last word, breath and pause, what you are going to say throughout your
performance. Uhms and errs are death to an audience who will switch
off and not pay the attention that your magic deserves. So try to record
yourself speaking for one to two minutes at a time on any subject and
see just how much you hesitate or make those irritating sounds. Many
of you will scatter your patter with ‘OK?’, ‘Anyway’, ‘You know” - all of
these can be eliminated if you just try talking out loud when you practise
your magic. Try it for a week - and see the difference!
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Here we are in 2013. I hope you all
had a good break and that Santa
brought you all that you wished for!
I wonder how many of you got some magic - either a trick, a
book or a DVD. Let’s hope 2013 is a happy year for us all.
Did you come to see The Magic Circle Christmas Show? It
was a particularly good one this year with a wide variety of
acts. Opening was an ex-YMC member Jonathan Shotton
doing his manipulation act. In my time at YMC I have seen
this act develop. There are still some elements of the original
act but it has really evolved. Next was George Kovari Junior
with an escapology act. He is the son of The Great Kovari
who you probably know now as a magic dealer but who was
originally an international, and well known, performer. To close
the first half was a favourite of many of you: Piff The Magic
Dragon whose act has also evolved into a really first class and
very funny one. The second half had a spot by the compere
Mike Cassidy followed by mentalist Marc Paul who was on
great form. Jonathan Shotton was back to close the show with
an illusion act. Entertaining the crowds before the show and
during the interval were a host of close-up artists including Fay
Presto, Hugh Nightingale, Paul Abbey and Martin Cox - whose
son Robert has just joined YMC.
As the lighting operator for the entire show, I got to see it eight
times in four days and doing so was like having a Masterclass.
Seeing the same acts over-and-over is so useful and if you
get the opportunity then grab it. By watching the same act
repeated you really do see the finer details of the presentation.
For example, it was revealing to see how many “outs” Marc
Paul has for whatever the audience throws at him. Piff’s
hilarious comments appear to be ad-libs but his act is almost
word-for-word identical each time. He is a great actor and his
throw-away comments are clearly carefully planned, the mark
of a true professional. Jonathan, too, is very slick and move
perfect being so tightly rehearsed. Even professionals look
poor if they make it up as they go along but every performer in
the show knew their act inside out and back to front. That is
a contributory factor to what made them so good. Let that be
a lesson to us all.

Kevin Doig Chairman

WESSEX DAY OF MAGIC

In th
Sou e
th!

The Wessex Magical Association will be
bringing a great line-up to Bournemouth for
its one-day convention on Sunday 14th April 2013.
Gregory Wilson from the US, and
more will be there for a fantastic day
of lectures, workshops and a sparkling
Gala show. Top dealers’ hall, food and
free parking. £20 early-bird bookings
(£25 after 6th April) under 16s
Gregory Wilson
half-price.
Email. treasurer@wmagic.co.uk.
Tel. 01202 624101 or visit www.wmagic.co.uk.

ANOTHER MAGICAL DAY!

In th
Wes e
t!

Don’t forget to book early for the
Bristol Day of Magic! Held in Weston
Super Mare, it’s a great location for all
the family - you and one parent can spend your time
at the events whilst the rest of the family enjoy time
by the sea! Then meet for an early supper because
you have tickets for the incredible gala show in the
town’s famous Theatre! See the line-up below - and
of course we have our own junior workshop! This
will be a fun day so be sure to book early!
Bristol Society of Magic is proud to present the

53rd BRISTOL
DAY OF
Sunday 12th May 2013
Winter Gardens & Playhouse Theatre Weston-Super-Mare

The largest one day convention in the UK
★ Joshua Jay (USA)

Starring
★ Soma (Hungary)

★ Vittorio Belloni (Italy)

Gala show Close-up shows Lectures
also featuring
Eric Roumestan, Max Somerset, Arthur Benjamin, Celtic Storm,
Jimmy Carlo, Colin McLoud, Oliver Tabor, Scott Wells and The Bellini Girls
massive dealers exhibition
Registration forms downloadable from www.bristoldayofmagic.co.uk
or Andy Mac (0117 942 2449) 8 Nottingham Road Bishopston Bristol BS7 9DH
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2013
16th February 2013

18th May 2013 *

21st September 2013 *

9th March 2013 *

22nd June 2013

Sunday 27th October 2013 (J-Day)

6th April 2013

20th July 2013 *

30th November 2013 *

NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.
For members only. Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day. Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three). Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time and receive confirmation. Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net

South Tyneside
Magic Convention

In th
Nort e
h!

2013 sees South Tyneside hosting the 10th Annual International Magic
Convention. The organising team have really pulled out all the stops to
ensure the 10th convention will definitely be one to remember!
The convention is set to take place on the 8th, 9th and 10th of March and, as usual, will be held at the Customs
House Theatre. The headquarters, hosting more magical action, will be the Sea Hotel (Best Western). The price
for the convention has been confirmed as £65 and includes access to all lectures, special close-up sessions, and
gala shows. This year’s ticket price also includes access to a very special midnight show taking place on the Friday,
as well as a ticket to the Mayor’s reception hosted by world-famous Paul Daniels.
her

John Arc

The line-up also includes John Archer, Graham Jolley, Pete Turner,
puppeteer Scott Land, FISM award winner Gaston, Dani DaOrtiz,
Sylvester the Jester and Charlie Frye and Co.

For more information, and tickets, visit:

www.southtynesidemagic.com
Charlie Frye
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Graham Jolley

THE PREPARATION
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By Mandy

Davis

In December I went to prison!
You didn’t expect that as an opening line, did you?

THE ENQUIRY
It was early December when I got a call from an
agent, a lovely lady called Sarah.
‘Would you be prepared to perform inside a prison?’
she asked.
The booking was for Close up for the prisoners and
their children in the morning and for the staff and
their children in the afternoon. All kinds of thoughts
rushed through my head but I heard myself say ‘Yes!’
despite several reservations. I voiced one of them
immediately: ‘Could I perform Cut and Restored
Rope - with scissors?’
The agent called me back. ‘NO scissors, NO rope,
NO cards, NO balloons!’ My reply? ‘NO magician!’
Sarah agreed, I gave her the phone number of a
face painter and forgot all about the call.
Two weeks before the December date Sarah called
back. ‘They will allow you cards and balloons, will
you go there?’ The answer was yes. Sarah then said:
‘Oh - and take a PA system, they would like a forty
minute children’s show too please’.

Now the fun began. I was emailed several forms.
One of them had a single line to fill - what equipment
would I be bringing with me? One line? It took an
A4 document to write everything for a show and a
close up set plus balloon modelling. Try and think of
what you would need to list for your performances and I didn’t reveal secret items in my list! I also had
to send a copy of my passport, thank goodness I
had a scanner!
Two days beforehand I got a call early in the morning.
‘This is Charlie from the prison. We have a problem!’
What could be wrong? Had there been a break-out?
Changed their minds?
‘Your signature on the form we sent and on your
passport don’t match!’
How could they not match, I queried. I had signed
them both myself and I only know one way to sign
my name. Charlie abruptly said he would call back.
I ran to my desk, took out the form that I’d emailed
to him and my passport and I coudn’t see a single
difference in the two. They were both me with the
usual flourish - I couldn ‘t understand it at all!
Charlie called me back. ‘I’m sorry about before, I was
multi-tasking and it was difficult to....’ ‘Of course it
was, you’re not a woman!’ I declared. There was a
second’s silence and he replied with a laugh: ‘You
are right, let’s start this again...’
It turned out that the agent had faxed my passport
copy across to the prison and it had arrived so
dark that they couldn’t see my photo, let alone my
signature. This was easily remedied - I just emailed
my passport direct whilst we were chatting and all
was fine. It was a worthwhile conversaton though
as it turned out that I was not expected to bring
my PA system or perform a show, just close up for
the prisoners and children with balloons for the very
young.

THE DAY
Early in the morning I drove to the prison itself, a
modern building out near Heathrow. I went into the
Visitors Centre and then to the prison itself where my
passport was taken, my photo and fingerprints too.
In case you wondered, fingerprints are electronically
done nowadays – no inky smudges on a piece of
card. I was given a ‘pat down’ to make sure I had
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It was an interesting break: the prison officers were
fascinated to know my thoughts on the prison,
whether it was different from what I had imagined.
I was equally fascinated to know what had brought
them to that kind of work in the first place.

nothing illegal. I had already been told to leave my
mobile phone in the boot of the car.
I was taken through the locked doors and into the
building itself. When I say locked doors - firstly I had
to access turnstiles such as those on the London
Underground. Then each door was a heavy metal
sheet that was unlocked with a key and behind it
a door made of thick bars which also had to be
unlocked. I was taken down corridors and across
the exercise yard to the gymnasium where the party
was to be held. This was very modern indeed - a
vast arena with two huge Bouncy Castles, one with
a tunnell and slide. There was a small stage with
Santa’s throne waiting, a soft and quiet play area
and table tennis set up, all waiting for the arrival
of the children. I was with several officers, all very
friendly, and two or three volunteers - who I believe
were also prisoners brought in to help. Even the
toilets were locked and I had to ask each time I
wanted to go in there!
Eventually a door on the opposite wall of the gym
opened and in came the women with their families.
Everyone was fairly quiet at first but, as soon as
the Bouncy Castles were seen, shoes were off and
most of the children were jumping enthusiastically
and noisily whilst their proud mums watched.
The shyer, younger children clung to mums for a
cuddle and chat. I decided to start with balloons,
something that would attract interest; sure enough,
smiles widened, bodies hurled themselves across
the room and I soon had a never ending line of
waiting people. When it quietened occasionally I
was able to do some card work with the prisoners
themselves and some small tricks for the children,
greatly appreciated by all.
After an hour or so Santa made his appearance. It
was my job to call out the names and hand the gifts
to him. A buffet meal followed, everyone lining up
with paper plates to be filled with chicken nuggets,
sausages and curly fries. Once this was over, the
gym emptied quickly until the officers and I were
left to chill until the afternoon session.

Contrary to my imagination were the women
themselves. I had expected them to be in some
sort of uniform, faces scrubbed clean and hair tied
back or cropped short. Instead they were all dressed
fashionably in casual clothes of their own, hair well
styled and coloured with immaculate make up. They
were very polite and exceedingly grateful that I was
there to entertain their offspring, very enthusiastic
about the magic I was performing for them as well
as the tricks I had with me just for the tinies.
The officers were very caring of those in their
charge and the relationship between them all was
encouraging. I was startled to learn that there are
many more disabled people in prisons these days,
with one of the officers in charge of wheelchair
users and other physically disabled - he estimated
20% had mobility problems.
I was also told that any one of us could end up in
there! In fact one prisoner had unwittingly knocked
down a cyclist who had died of his injuries - and
she had been given a prison sentence! That was a
worrying thought - one moment of inattention on
the road and...
The afternoon party was a repeat of the morning
- except that it was for the staff and their children.
There was no difference - people are people and
children are children, we all had a great time!

When I left the prison I was taken back through the
locked gates and doors, across the bleak outdoor
exercise space and back to the entrance. My
passport was returned to me and I was free! I had
had an incredible experience, a fun time and earned
some money - what more could one want from any
profession?
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COPPER AND
SILVER TRANSPO
H
H
Takes Practice
The great thing about this effect is
that the spectators are left with a box
and a coin which can be handled - even
examined if wished!

By Ian

Adair

inner tray. Now angle the inside of the box towards
the audience, saying: “I always keep a spare coin inside
this box, just in case I need it”. The coin with ‘shell’ is

EFFECT:
The performer removes a matchbox from his pocket and,
from it, removes a two pence coin. The box is otherwise
empty. The coin is placed into the empty trouser or
jacket pocket, vanishes, then reappears back inside the
box. Again it removed and vanished - and again it makes
its way back inside the matchbox. In fact the performer
can repeat this procedure a few more times until the
climax. When a spectator opens the box, there inside is
not a copper coin, but a silver one! Everything can be
examined.

APPARATUS:
An empty matchbox.
A ‘shell’ two pence piece with insert matching coin.

removed, shown on both sides, then replaced.
The box is held above the eye level of the audience
using the left hand, the right removing only the ‘shell’.
This leaves the genuine coin inside. Placing the ‘shell’
coin inside the pocket, it is secretly finger-palmed. The
performer states that the coin will vanish and make its
way back inside the box. The box is tipped over the table
surface so the genuine coin drops out.
In picking up the genuine coin, it is allowed to slip inside
the ‘shell’, and both parts can again be shown as one
unit, which is replaced inside the box.

A silver ten pence coin.

SET-UP:
Open the empty box as far as it will go and wedge the
ten pence coin between both layers. You will find that
the box can be handled as though it is an empty one.
Place the shell coin outfit (as one) inside the tray of the
box, with the shell side uppermost. Place the box inside
your empty pocket or inside your close-up case.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

This procedure can be presented several times, the coin
vanishing and reappearing inside the box.
Finally, remove both coin and ‘shell’ as one unit and
pocket it.
Close the box, which will automatically allow the silver
ten pence coin to drop inside, and lay the box on the
table.
State that the copper coin is travelling through the air,
invisibly, making its way towards the matchbox.

Remove the matchbox (partly opened) from inside
the pocket but, as you do, pretend to slide open the

Ask a spectator to open the box - where he or she will
find a silver coin.
“Well, that’s inflation for you!” you exclaim.
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Jeorgie Brett
Favourite Magicians?
Penn and Teller, Dynamo.
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
I like doing stage magic and doing children’s magic as I
feel more comfortable on a stage. It means I can do big
illusions.
What do you like most about Secrets?
Looking at Members’ Profiles, learning the tricks and
reading all about the latest ones.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Performing music to an audience.
Strongest magical influences?
International Magic shop, watching other magicians.
Age: 13.
What is your favourite magic on TV?
Watching Dynamo: Magician Impossible.

Current Home?
Bromley, Kent.
Joined The Young Magicians Club?
I joined the YMC in November 2012 as I wanted to take
the magic I know to the next level.
Hobbies apart from Magic?
Playing piano.
Favourite magic book?
Mark Wilson’s Complete Course in Magic.
Favourite magic DVD?
World Greatest Magic .
Favourite Non-Magic Book?
The Prestige by Christopher Priest.
Favourite Film?
The Inbetweeners.

Which magician would you most like to be and
why?
Jack Delvin - a professional magician and President of
the Magic Circle. His magic is amazing and his jokes are
funny too.
If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious, dead
or alive - who would they be?
Tommy Cooper, Michael Mcintyre, Paul Daniels.
Top tip for getting into magic?
Practise loads; smile when performing - the reaction is
great.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either their help or encouragement?
The Young Magicians Club, Jack Delvin.
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TRIPLE THOUGHTS
MAGAZINE TEST
H
H
Takes Practice

A trick with two volunteers

EFFECT:
Two spectators each select a card from a deck.
The performer displays a popular magazine and riffles
through the pages, asking the first spectator to insert his
card anywhere within it. The second spectator is asked
to do likewise, this time being asked to insert his card
into the opposite end.
Three amazing things occur: 1. When the magazine is
opened, it is seen that both spectators have mysteriously
inserted their cards at the same position.
2. When the cards are reversed and revealed both are
seen to be of the same colour and of the same value eg:
two of Hearts/two of Diamonds.
3. Both cards are placed side by side so their values can
read as a two figured number, in this case 22. When
the spectators examine the actual page number of the
magazine they both selected, it’s 22!

By Ian

Adair

simply cut the deck somewhere and have that person
place the top section next to the bottom one. Now pick
up the magazine and flick through its pages. Go back
to the deck (spectators will have forgotten which pile is
which) and simply criss-cross the BOTTOM section on top
of the other, to mark the ‘cut’. It also means that when
the top section is removed, and two cards are removed
from the cut-at section, these will be the ‘forced’ cards.
Involve another spectator to assist and ask both to each
take one of the cards, but
request them not to reveal
them at this stage.
Lay the magazine flat onto the
table. Using your thumb and
fingers of the right hand, flick
through the top corners, asking
the first spectator to shout out
‘STOP’ anytime wished. Do
this slowly until the command
has been spoken and ask for
the card to be partly inserted
at that position.
Likewise you repeat the procedure, the second spectator
inserting her card within the pages, using the same
flicking method, from the opposite corners.

APPARATUS:
A popular magazine.
A deck of cards.
Find the central pages of the magazine and trim the top
right hand corner of the page on the right hand side, so
it is shorter than the others. Likewise, trim the opposite
corner towards the bottom.
Have both cards on top of the deck right from the start.

Now that your work is over, all that is required is for you
to open the magazine to reveal the cards at the SAME
position.
Reverse both cards to show that they are both reds (in
our case) and both have the same value 2 of hearts/ 2
of Diamonds.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

Finally place both cards side by side and state “And
together, these reveal a two-figured number - 22.” (in
our case). Ask one of the spectators to reveal the actual
page number they both selected (22) and wait for the
applause.

Display the deck on both sides and fan the cards. Execute
a false shuffle, if wished, as long as both of the top cards
are not disarranged. Square up the deck and lay it onto
the table surface, faces downwards. Ask a spectator to

NOTE: Any two cards can be used but I have found it
best to have both of the same value so, no matter how
they are placed, the final two-figured number is the
same.
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THE ALI BONGO
SATURDAY SHOWS
Alan Shaxon
‘Gasometer’

Paul Daniels

cent

Michael Vin

On arrival at workshops, until his unt
imely death in 2009, the most noticea
ble figure was Ali Bongo. He was
always there, brightly but expensivel
y dressed, wandering among the me
mbers of YMC giving advice, helpin
to improve a trick or performance and
g
being very much part of our club. It
was this involvement that inspired
him to start the Saturday shows.
Ali decided on shows that would run
late afternoon, an hour or so after
the workshops ended, and finish in
good time for people to get trains
or drive back if they lived any distanc
e away. The shows would compris
both close up and stage, with som
e
e of our top professionals performing
their acts as known alongside those
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RECOMMENDED
M A G I C

		
Now and again we ask Members of The Magic Circle which tricks, books and
effect from their repertoires they would recommend to you.

Professor’s Nightmare
by

Aidan Heritage

Available from many sources, including www.alakazam.co.uk/product
Professors-Nightmare-Pro-by-Royal-Magic-Trick.html
I would strongly recommend this trick - it’s been in my shows for over
thirty years. As a trick, it’s an easy plot to follow and allows for the creation of your own
presentation.
I especially love two moves I do which were taught during The Magic Circle’s Summer School some years ago:
one is really cheeky as you swing all three “same length” ropes around in a circle; the other gives a flash return to
different lengths of rope. Being a rope trick it’s easy to carry in your pocket and easy to replace. It works for all ages
of audience and was really useful when presented to an audience containing blind people as this trick can still work
for them due to the changing sizes of the ropes. It works for all performance types from stage to close up.
For further reading: www.geniimagazine.com/magicpedia/Professor’s_Nightmare

G.W. Hunter’s Impossible Knot
by

Barry Cooper

AIMC

This is my party piece and I can strongly recommend it as the perfect
pocket trick; all you need is about one metre of rope, or string, so it can
always be with you. The effect is simply that you take one end of the rope
in each hand and tie a simple overhand knot - without letting go of the ends.
You can show it to the same audience over and over again and they’ll never see how it
works; hand them the rope, invite them to try it and the best they’ll be able to get is a
slip knot, although most of the time they’ll get nothing at all. The effect particularly upsets
mathematicians because they know why it’s impossible. I showed it to a mathematician last
week and she was convinced the rope must be gimmicked.
So where can you find this gem? I originally learnt it from Jean Hugard’s Modern Magic Manual (pp 272-274) and
I think those instructions are hard to beat, with four variations. This was the standard textbook when I started in
magic and it’s still one of the best for sleight of hand magic with all sorts of objects.
Here are a few other references: Tarbell vol. 3 pp 101-102 - good diagrams but very brief description of the basic
effect only. Self-working Rope Magic by Karl Fulves (pp 99 - 106) - a full chapter giving the effect and several
variations, and also a tip which makes it much smoother. And finally - I’ve posted a performance video at www.
youtube/P_iJUIZhfRg (or just search for “My magical party piece”). Have fun!
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Cups And Balls
by

Scott Penrose

In Modern Magic Professor Hoffmann expressed the view that the Cups
and Balls were “the groundwork to all legerdemain”. Michael Ammar
refers to it being a rite of passage for all sleight of hand performers and it was even said that Houdini considered that no magician could be considered a good
magician until he [or she] had mastered this effect.
Essentially many of the fundamental lessons in magic can be learned and refined through the performance of
the Cups and Balls – these many lessons include sleight of hand, misdirection and timing, making it a must for all
student magicians.
Another quality of this effect is that it can be routined in such a way that it can be moulded in to your own given
that there are so many different combinations of effect with various productions, vanishes, transpositions and
penetrations. There is scope for additional magic with the wand, cup penetrations and the potential finale of the
large final loads. Furthermore the routine can grow from a basic level to a more sophisticated one as you grow as
a performer and as your skill level develops.
Cost is no barrier to learning this effect as prices of cups vary from a few pounds to hundreds. It can even be
performed with coffee mugs and rolled up paper. The resources for learning are endless with many of the classic
and contemporary books offering various routines and differing moves from which you can pick and choose.
The earliest literary references to the Cups and Balls include one from Roman philosopher Seneca the Younger who
wrote about it in his forty-fifth Epistle to Lucilius. While clearly this effect is an old one, it is a classic of magic that
has obviously stood the test of time and is likely to continue to do so!

Fooling Houdini

by Alex Stone

n Reviewed by Will Houstoun

Paperback book £1
2.99
from all good book
stores.
Value for money?

N/A

7/10

Amaze your friend

s?
A magic book written for the general public is always
going to be a slightly risky proposition amongst the Worth the prac
tice?
N/A
magic world. You may either attain legendary status
as the author of a classic, as did Professor Hoffman or you may alienate the magic community as they cry exposure!
Alex Stone tries to introduce its reader into the sub-culture of magicians. The book is based
on Alex Stone’s journey from his shocking performance at FISM to a later entry into the IBM
Close-up competition six years later. He describes taking part in psychology experiments, his time learning from
magic legends and the way in which magic became significant in his day to day life. He positions himself as an
expert from the world of magic - but he simply isn’t.
Throughout the book this inexperience shows. For example, when talking about Robert-Houdin Alex mentions
“an amateur magician and friend ... invented trick photography ”. Presumably this is Georges Méliès who was not
involved with early trick-photography, which started before his birth, and was not an amateur magician. He was
a professional who bought and performed in Robert-Houdin’s theatre after Robert- Houdin’s retirement! Likewise
Stone mentions: “David Devant was exiled from London’s Magic Circle... after he published Our Magic.” This is
also incorrect. Devant resigned rather than being expelled and he was co-author and not the publisher. Also his
resignation had nothing to do with any of his material published in book form. There are several other errors or lack
of understanding, both historically and technically, throughout the book. However Fooling Houdini is an enjoyable
read. I would imagine that the less you know about magic, the more enjoyable it is because, in a general sense, a
book that offers an insight into the world of the magician would be fascinating read.

The Figurine
3.75 from
DVD with props £2
o.uk
www.magicshop.c

by Lennart Green
n Reviewed by Will Houstoun

H
H
Some Practice

The Figurine is a really unusual effect, almost a demonstration
of a “super-skill” rather than a magic trick. The magician takes
7/10 a few cigarette papers out of a packet and, using a toothpick,
Value for money?
gradually shapes and tears the paper into a small, inch high,
figure of a person. At the end, when the figure is completed,
s?
nd
ie
fr
ur
yo
e
az
it is incredibly detailed, showing clothes, facial features and
9/10 Am
even individual fingers! The effect is really rather hard to convey in print but if
you visit YouTube and search for “Lennart Green Figurine” you should be able to
e? 8/10
Worth the practic
find a video demonstration.
As well as this main effect there are several other ideas along the same theme.
These include tearing a butterfly, which flies out of your hands, another figurine from a napkin - and even
creating an incredibly realistic model of a dog out of plasticine in just a few minutes. All the routines are probably
best suited to an informal or, ideally, an impromptu setting and you could use Figurine as a memorable piece of
magic, even as a giveaway, a magical souvenir. However if you decide to give the finished model away you will need
to get more of the props fairly quickly. Lennart Green has long been associated with card magic of the highest
quality and it is fantastic to see that some of his non-card material is coming to light as well.
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Audio Transposition
by Daryl

n Reviewed by Will Houstoun

H
H
Some practice

Props and gimmic
ks with
instructions. £28.75 printed
fr
www.magicshop.c om
o.uk

Value for money?
8/10
I recently had the opportunity to see a lecture by Daryl.
He showed a collection of his tried and tested classics
8/10 Amaze yo
and then pulled out a baby’s rattle and squeaky ball.
ur friends?
Thinking of myself as a rather serious card and coin
magician, I sat back to wait for the next item - imagine
Worth the practic
e? 8/10
my surprise when, at the end of the trick, I was not only
captivated but also rather badly fooled!

In performance you remove a child’s rattle and a squeaky
ball toy from a small cloth bag. You explain that the rattle and squeaker were your favourite
toys but that, one day, you Mum said you couldn’t play with them because they were noisy and your Dad was trying
to sleep. To solve the problem you make the rattling sound vanish from the rattle and the squeak disappear from
the ball. You explain that when your Dad woke up you were allowed to make noise again so you made the sounds
come back, but that you made a mistake. Sure enough the squeaky ball now rattles and the rattle squeaks!
When you buy Audio Transposition you receive the rattle, the ball, a child like cloth bag and the necessary gimmicks
to perform the routine. Instructions are provided in printed form, they are clear and the routine is easy to learn.
Clearly this trick will not be for everyone. The props, as they should, look childish and might not fit your style. Having
said that, if you can find the right situation to perform it, Audio Transposition is an interesting, fooling routine that
is unique and likely to be remembered.

The Spiral Principle and Beyond
by Stephen Leathwaite

HAdvanced
HH

n Reviewed by Will Houstoun

The Spiral Principle and Beyond is actually a combination of two one-trick DVDs. As they are
clearly separate products, they are even split from one another on the DVD menu, I will review
them separately. First, The Spiral Principle - something that is introduced as an entirely new
principle in card magic. Essentially this is a procedure that allows you to locate a selected
card in impossible conditions. The cards are cut into four piles, the piles are shuffled into one
another by the spectator who then looks at the top card of the deck. This card is then buried
into the pack and, after a further shuffle, the magician is able to locate the card. The basis
for The Spiral Principle is an old idea that restricts a spectator’s
ith
w
VD
D
l
na
choice and it is the second part - that allows the identification of a particular card
Instructio
om
fr
25
1.
£2
.
from this limited choice - that is described as original. If your goal is to fool your
ks
ic
gimm
uk
o.
.c
op
sh
magician friends, The Spiral Principle may do the job.
www.magic
Beyond is a revised handling of Paul Curry’s Out of This World. This routine is fantastic.
You show a deck of cards to be shuffled and then one spectator is assigned the
Value for money?
red cards, another the black. They take it it turns to pick up a card; if they think it
is their colour they keep it; if they think it is not their colour they discard. When the
your friends? spectators turn over their cards each has located all the cards of their own colour.
e
az
m
A
9/10
The effect is easy to perform, very strong, very fooling. Unfortunately nobody
e? 8/10 seems to have known that a routine almost identical to this, John Kennedy’s Red
Worth the practic
and Black, was published in Genii in 1989. Always read old magazines!
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LARRY HASS
performance for an imaginary audience. As my
mentor Eugene Burger puts it: “Rehearsal means
starting at the beginning of a routine and doing it
exactly as if your audience was present - speaking
out loud to those imaginary spectators... without
stopping” (Mastering the Art of Magic, pages
29-30).

Dr. Larry Hass

This is harder than one might think! Our natural
temptations are to stop when things jam up and
to ignore essential things, such as where we are
going to set down our props; or making sure
we are looking where our audience would be.
Further, it is difficult to get our words coordinated
with all the actions and movements that would
happen in an actual performance. Rehearsal is
the only way to figure such things out.
You might wonder: how can you look at your
audience when there is no one in the room?
Answer: you must pretend they are there, sitting
in this chair and that one, arranged in a semi-circle
around you. Some professionals actually cut out
faces or eyes from magazines and arrange them
around the room so they can anchor their eye
contact.
Having shared the secret recipe for turning tricks into
magic (having deceptive methods, good words, and
engaging presentations), my last two installments
have discussed how to transform the ingredients into
actual, successful performances. That is: we must
walk the three-fold path of practice, memorization,
and rehearsal.
In my experience, there is no other way to create a
performance that is worth sharing with anyone. First,
we have to practise the parts - drilling the secret
sleight-of-hand, and the open handling of props, so
these things are smooth, invisible, and graceful. Then
we have to memorize our good words so that we
can deliver them with command and excellence. But
these two stages are only preparatory for the stage
“where it all comes together”: rehearsal.
To be precise, the rehearsal phase of our work is where
we coordinate our smooth, practiced parts - along
with our memorized words - into a total simulated

This insight starts to reveal why, contrary to common
notions, using a mirror is terrible for rehearsal. That
is because you have to keep looking at the mirror,
to know how you are doing, rather than at your
imagined audience members. No, no... a mirror is
helpful for practice, but the proper tool for rehearsal
is a video camera. After you run a routine, a set,
or a show from the beginning to the end, without
stopping, as though people are sitting there, then
you watch the video, make “notes” and rehearse it
all again.
As the last comment starts to convey, the rehearsal
stage is the primary phase for revision. Indeed,
rehearsal isn’t finished until we have made notes
about what didn’t work, so we can correct those
things in our next “run-through.” And after that runthrough we make new notes and new corrections,
and so on until finally, one day, we feel ready for
what I call “first audience.”
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Musings of a Magic Teacher
“First audience” is an extremely important moment
for a routine you have been developing - because this
is the first time you will perform it for real people.
And trust me, even when the magic part succeeds
the performance will be full of surprises. “Oh, they
laugh there! I had no idea.” Or: “Oh, I need clearer
instructions about how they should handle the cards.”
The list of things you will learn from “first audience”
will be long, so make good notes and then go back
to rehearsal to lock in those corrections.
Also, “first audience” is so important because you
are trusting people with your “newborns.” Please
choose them wisely. I have discovered that friends
and siblings are not usually a good first audience.
For example, my two children much prefer to “bust
Dad’s chops” rather than be a good audience. On the
other hand, my very best
“first audience” is my wife,
Marjorie, who has proven
to be both an enthusiastic
participant
and
a
constructive commentator
afterwards.
I understand that my
depiction of the rehearsal
stage
might
sound
somewhat daunting. “You
mean I have to work so
hard before I show a new
piece to anyone?” Well,
yes - at least if you want
people to respect your
magic. But the “hardness”
here is not about endless
hours of work; rather it is
about staying focused on
the process of making the piece better and better.
The good news is that the rehearsal stage is
exhilarating. Now we are putting all our energy (and
previous practice and memorization), into creating
a polished performance with which soon we will be
able to delight and astonish people.

Homework

1. Identify one good routine you have been working
on, both practising the parts and memorizing some
good words. Now, dedicate some time to rehearse
it: set up some chairs with eyes on them, perhaps
set up your video camera, and perform it from the
beginning to the end without stopping.
2. Having done step 1, write or type some “notes”
for yourself about three things you learned during
that run-through. Rehearse the piece again while
correcting those errors.

3. Repeat step 2. Do you see how the routine is
getting better with every take?
Having shared the three-fold path for performance,
starting next issue I can help you stare down the fears
and obstacles that confound many magicians. I can’t
wait!

And that, my friends, is what it is all about!
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PRIZE
N
COMPETITIO

ADD YOUR OWN TOPPINGS BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!

Please complete the puzzle below and send your
answers to... mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk before
28th February 2013 for a great prize!

Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets December ‘12

Solutions
December
2012
Symbol Sudoku
Solutions

The competition winners for
December’s Symbol Sudoku are:
Bridget Finn & Atticus Bowring - Well done!
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PHOTO-MAGIC
H
H
Takes Practice

By Ian

Adair

Most of you own a camera. This
following effect should put you into
the ‘picture’.

surface, with the card to be forced rising out of it, and
take the photo. Shut down the camera.

EFFECT:

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

A deck of cards is shown on both sides and a card is
selected by a spectator who is asked to return it. The
cards are shuffled and placed into its case.
Positioning the case in an upright fashion, the performer
takes a photo of it which is recorded on the camera
screen.
The camera is stood upright, its back facing the audience.

Explain that you are going to take a photo but assure the
audience that it won’t be of them.
The deck of cards is removed from the case and
shown and a card is selected by a member of the
audience (forced). Ask the spectator to replace the card
somewhere in the middle of the deck, making sure they
are returned to the case.

“I will now command your chosen card to magically
rise from inside the case” the performer says, in
anticipation. Nothing happens.
He asks the spectator to name the chosen card.
Picking up the camera, and reversing it so the audience
sees the screen, the photo image on it shows the same
picture of the card case but now with the appearance
of the chosen card rising up from inside.

APPARATUS:
Since a force of a card is required here, a regular deck
or a faked one can be used.
A digital camera. The model I own is not an expensive
one and previous photos can be back-tracked by pressing
the appropriate button.

PREPARATION:
To prepare the photograph, which will become your
‘last’, set a deck of cards (in its case) upright on a table
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Now explain that
you will make
the chosen card
mysteriously rise
from the deck
and wave your
hands
over
it
several times. In
despair, lift up your
camera and ask the
spectator to name
the chosen card.
At the same time
position
your
finger on the
back-tracking
button and press.
Reverse the camera
and display the
picture of the card
case, now with the
chosen card rising
out of the deck.

REMEMBER TO KEEP
CHECKING BACK FOR
CONTINUED UPDATES
TO YOUR WEBSITE...
www.youngmagiciansclub.com
A great resource for members
of the Young Magicians Club.
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THE CARD
COLLECTION
All the latest decks of Playing Cards in
one place!
We stock over 2000 decks of cards in
various brands and sizes.
See all the decks on our new website
www.cards4magic.co.uk
THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE UK
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Mon-Fri 9am to 5pm

The Card Collection
87, Ellingham Way Industrial Estate
Ashford, Kent TN23 6JZ
E-mail: clive@cards4magic.co.uk
Tel : 01233 647878
Fax: 01233 646487
The Pannier Market, 5 Southside St, The BARBICAN
Plymouth, Devon PL1 2LA. Tel: +44 (0) 1752 262756

VISIT THE
MAGIC CAVE

EVERYDAY
IN COVENT GARDEN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD OR
GO ONLINE AT

www.magiccave.co.uk
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